
   
 

ADOBE CONNECT CHAT TRANSCRIPT 
SAFEGUARDS AND TRUST SUB TEAM MEETING #19 
6 September 2016 
 
Pamela Smith:  Hello and welcome to the CCT-RT Safeguards and Trust Sub Team Meeting on 6 
September 2016 @ 13:  00 UTC!  Today's call will be recorded. When not speaking, please mute your 
phone by pressing *6.  To unmute, press *6 again.  Thank you! 
 
  Carlos:  thanks 
 
  Carlos:  pls give us mic access Pam 
 
  Carlos:  and scrolling rights for the document please 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Mic and scrolling done, Carlos. 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Buenos dias, Sr. 
 
  Carlos:  Hola!!! 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Todo bien consigo? 
 
  Carlos:  other then the Visa for India, yes 
 
  Pamela Smith:  LOL.  I think that is true for EVERYONE! 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Visas to India are involved.  I had to send my previous bosses there in 2010 - the 
process was the same. 
 
  Alice Jansen:  Jean-Baptiste is a new addition to the ICANN family and will be helping on the CCT-RT 
project. Welcome, Jean-Baptiste!  
 
  Carlos:  but now the Gov has given free hand to private contractor to deal with the applications.  
 
  Carlos:  Welcome JB!!!!! 
 
  Carlos:  can you please test sound? 
 
  Jean-Baptiste Deroulez:  Thank you. happy to join the ICANN family 
 
  Carlos:  I cant here anything yet. And I´m in a noisiy airport lounge 
 
  Pamela Smith:  .Nothing to hear just yet, Carlos. :  ) 
 



  Carlos:  ok 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Laureen, Gao, I have enabled mics for you both. 
 
  Gaongalelwe:  Thanks Pam 
 
  Gaongalelwe:  hello everyone 
 
  Carlos:  hello 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Applause, Laureen! 
 
  Calvin Browne:  hello all. 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Hello, Calvin 
 
  Carlos:  still dont here any sound 
 
  Carlos:  worried if it is my connection 
 
  Alice Jansen:  @ Carlos - do you need a dial-out? 
 
  Carlos:  maybe 
 
  Carlos:   hold out 
 
  David Taylor:  Hi all; I can hear but cant get a dial back to my mobile. Can I join and speak via adobe or 
can you call the hotel and get through to a specific room? 
 
  Carlos:  will give you a local number 
 
  Alice Jansen:  ok 
 
  Pamela Smith:  David, let's try enabling a mic for you. 
 
  Alice Jansen:  @ David - can you test your mic?  
 
  Pamela Smith:  If that doesn't work, I will step out of the room to do an assisted dial out. 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Yes, me. 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Done 
 
  Alice Jansen:  Yes - you can scroll through the document 
 
  Carlos Raul:  i have access in my PC 
 
  Carlos Raul:  thanks 



 
  Pamela Smith:  OK.  Great. Thank you, Carlos. 
 
  Carlton Samuels 2:  Howdy all. My A/C connect is flaky so audio cutting in and out; I recycle for fix. I 
have to drop off at 15 mins to the hour; school starts and my principal up and migrated. So I have to be 
executive chairman until we have a replacement 
 
  Gaongalelwe:  Is it Jamie or J'aime? 
 
  Carlos Raul:  500!!!!! 
 
  Carlos Raul:  how do you define "top"¿ 
 
  Antonietta Mangiacotti:  top 30 by highest registation numbers  
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @Laureen:   Yes, this would work 
 
  David Taylor:  I intend to fly to see Carlton shortly :  -) 
 
  Carlos Raul:  hihgest number of strings regsitered to a specific date? 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @David:   Come on ove brother 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  :  -) 
 
  Antonietta Mangiacotti:  correct  
 
  Carlos Raul:  thank you Antonietta. I apprecite being very clear with definitions. 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @Laureen:   Will look. My specific questions for Compliance I will send to Alice and 
 
  Antonietta Mangiacotti:  no problem  
  Carlton Samuels:  Eleeza later today 
 
  Eleeza Agopian:  Thank you, Carlton 
 
  Carlos Raul:  sorry. I´m in listening mode ONLY 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @Laureen:   We have the WIPO data and thats available 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @David:   Yes, this is one question for Compliance. 
 
  Alice Jansen:  Link to CCT metrics page - https:  //www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics 
  Carlton Samuels:  Along with the evidence of complaints under PICDRP regardless of resolution 
 
  Eleeza Agopian:  https:  //www.icann.org/resources/pages/cct-metrics-rpm-2016-06-27-en#1.9.b 
 

https://www.icann.org/resources/reviews/cct/metrics


  Eleeza Agopian:  This is all the data we have compiled on compliance:   https:  
//www.icann.org/resources/pages/cct-metrics-compliance-2016-06-27-en 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @Eleeza:   I was after a little more specifc. I wanted to cross-link them to the WIPO 
data where we can get individual complaints details. 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @Laureen:   Precisely what you say. 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  @David:   Yes, it is the details that would help our task 
  David Taylor:  Can we put this link in the CCT Notes for this call? Eleeza Agopian:   This is all the data we 
have compiled on compliance:   https:  //www.icann.org/resources/pages/cct-metrics-compliance-2016-
06-27-en 
 
  David Taylor:  thanks :  -) 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  Here's an example that is of interest. Recall some TLDs in plural and singular? Well, 
there could be  
 
  Gaongalelwe:  I am straining to hear folks 
 
  Pamela Smith:  I will ask IT.  
 
  Alice Jansen:   Gao - can you have the system dial out to your phone when you join the call?  
 
  Gaongalelwe:  Thanks Alice and Pam. We have tried to call my phone before and it failed. Could try 
again though 
 
  Alice Jansen:  probably better than using the Adobe Connect audio and mic  
 
  Gaongalelwe:  thanks Alice. let m try again 
 
  Carlos Raul:  diffciulty hearing 
 
  Carlos Raul:  waht kind o facctor? 
 
  Carlos Raul:  I´m loosing Drew 
 
  David Taylor:  I have to drop off at 15 minutes to the hour so welcome any comments on the suggested 
questions on RPMs I provided at Vienna by email. :  -) 
 
  Carlton Samuels:  Sorry, I have to drop off now to make a 9a appointment.  
 
  Carlos Raul:  I can hear Laureen clerly. But David keeps fading down. As also drew did. so sorry 
 
  Carlos Raul:  will have to revert to the trasncirpt 
 
  Carlos Raul:  sorry 
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  Gaongalelwe:  OK Carlton all the best. We catch up later for our paper 
 
  Gaongalelwe:  David I cannot hear you 
 
  Gaongalelwe:  Yes LK. I had added my input on the initial paper. We will just align this to reflect ew 
changes from Wien. 
 
  Gaongalelwe:  Ok, LK.  
 
  Carlos R Gutiérrez:  yes 
 
  Alice Jansen:  Will pairs be using the Vienna google docs as a basis or  will they exchange documents 
using traditional email? 
 
  Carlos R Gutiérrez:  we don't work on the master Dokument for the time brinv?  
 
  Carlos R Gutiérrez:  Fight? 
 
  Carlos R Gutiérrez:  ok 
 
  Carlos R Gutiérrez:  txs 
 
  Carlos R Gutiérrez:  txs 
 
  Pamela Smith:  Thank you for joining, everyone! 
 
  Calvin Browne:  pleasure - ciao! 
 


